
3 STEPS TO

EFFICIENT LOAN

PROCESSING

In the world of loan processing, information needs to be
easily accessible in a single place but also securely
managed. Getting the right balance between speed and
compliance. to make an informed decision as quickly as
possible, is the ultimate goal.

Having access to all of the relevant information
in a single, user-friendly interface is critical to
processing effectiveness. Ensuring that this
single view is accessible from any connected
desktop, mobile or tablet device delivers added
benefit - especially for remote workers.  

PROVIDE A SINGLE VIEW

OF ALL INFORMATION

Modern loan processing requires access
to information from any device in any
location - 100% of the time. ARender
works on any web browser and requires
zero installation - perfect for quick and
secure processing wherever staff are
working from.

ANY DEVICE

ARender provides multiple levels of
security and compliance. From full audit
trails to redacted content, every action

is carefully controlled - and as an added
layer of security no changes are ever

made to underlying documents or files. 

COMPLETE

COMPLIANCE

TAKE YOUR LOAN

PROCESSING TO THE

NEXT LEVEL WITH

ARENDER

Personably identifiable information (PII)
such as address and date of birth

information needs to be treated with
care. Use automated redaction to

prevent un-authorized viewing of this
private data.

ENSURE PII 

REMAINS PERSONAL

Providing a single space for all loan
related content is a vital step to
delivering secure, centralized access to
the information needed to drive fast,
informed approval decisions.

CREATE A 

DIGITAL VAULT

Loan processing often requires several
auditors in a review process. ARender
allows users to quickly and securely discuss
information with other auditors enabling
simple yet efficient collaboration.

COLLABORATE ON

YOUR CONTENT

ARender allows you to view and work on
all of the files that are associated with a
loan application. Proof of ID scans, bank
statements,  PDF forms and more -  all

without needing any software applications
installed on your mobile or desktop.

VIEW ANY FILE TYPE

Learn more at
www.ARender.io

CONTROL YOUR LOAN

PROCESSING WITH ARENDER
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